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Abstract. As the degree of instruction-level parallelism in superscalar 
architectures increases, the gap between processor and memory 
performance continues to grow requiring more aggressive techniques to 
increase the performance of the memory system. We propose a new 
technique, which is based on the wrong-path execution of loads far 
beyond instruction fetch-limiting conditional branches, to exploit more 
instruction-level parallelism by reducing the impact of memory delays. 
We examine the effects of the execution of loads down the wrong 
branch path on the performance of an aggressive issue processor. We 
find that, by continuing to execute the loads issued in the mispredicted 
path, even after the branch is resolved, we can actually reduce the cache 
misses observed on the correctly executed path. This wrong-path 
execution of loads can result in a speedup of up to 5% due to an indirect 
prefetching effect that brings data or instruction blocks into the cache 
for instructions subsequently issued on the correctly predicted path.  
However, it also can increase the amount of memory traffic and can 
pollute the cache. We propose the Wrong Path Cache (WPC) to 
eliminate the cache pollution caused by the execution of loads down 
mispredicted branch paths. For the configurations tested, fetching the 
results of wrong path loads into a fully associative 8-entry WPC can 
result in a 12% to 39% reduction in L1 data cache misses and in a 
speedup of up to 37%, with an average speedup of 9%, over the 
baseline processor.  

1   Introduction 

Several methods have been proposed to exploit more instruction-level parallelism in 
superscalar processors and to hide the latency of the main memory accesses, including 
speculative execution [1-7] and data prefetching [8-21]. To achieve high issue rates, 
instructions must be fetched beyond the basic block-ending conditional branches. This 
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can be done by speculatively executing instructions beyond branches until the 
branches are resolved. This speculative execution will allow many memory references 
to be issued that turn out to be unnecessary since they are issued from the 
mispredicted branch path.  However, these incorrectly issued memory references may 
produce an indirect prefetching effect by bringing data or instruction lines into the 
cache that are needed later by instructions that are subsequently issued along correct 
execution path. On the other hand, these incorrectly issued memory references will 
increase the amount of memory traffic and can potentially pollute the cache with 
unneeded cache blocks [2]. 

Existing processors with deep pipelines and wide issue units do allow memory 
references to be issued speculatively down wrongly-predicted branch paths. In this 
study, however, we go one step further and examine the effects of continuing to 
execute the loads down the mispredicted branch path even after the branch is 
resolved. That is, we allow all speculatively issued loads to access the memory system 
if there is an available memory port. These instructions are marked as being from the 
mispredicted branch path when they are issued so they can be squashed in the write-
back stage of the processor pipeline to prevent them from altering the target register 
after they access the memory system. In this manner, the processor is allowed to 
continue accessing memory with loads that are known to be from the wrong branch 
path. No store instructions are allowed to alter the memory system, however, since 
they are known to be invalid.  

While this technique very aggressively issues load instructions to produce a 
significant impact on cache behavior, it has very little impact on the implementation 
of the processor’s pipeline and control logic. The execution of wrong-path loads can 
make a significant performance improvement with very low overhead when there 
exists a large disparity between the processor cycle time and the memory speed.  
However, executing these loads can reduce performance in systems with small data 
caches and low associativities due to cache pollution. This cache pollution occurs 
when the wrong-path loads move blocks into the data cache that are never needed by 
the correct execution path. It also is possible for the cache blocks fetched by the 
wrong-path loads to evict blocks that still are required by the correct path. 

 In order to eliminate the cache pollution caused by the execution of the wrong-
path loads, we propose the Wrong Path Cache (WPC). This small fully-associative 
cache is accessed in parallel with the L1 cache.  It buffers the values fetched by the 
wrong-path loads plus the blocks evicted from the data cache. Our simulations show 
that the WPC can be very effective in eliminating the pollution misses caused by the 
execution of wrong path loads while simultaneously reducing the conflict misses that 
occur in the L1 data cache. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows -- Section 2 describes the 
proposed wrong path cache. In Section 3, we present the details of the simulation 
environment with the simulation results given in Section 4. Section 5 discusses some 
related work with the conclusions given in Section 6. 

2   Wrong Path Cache (WPC) 

For small low-associativity data caches, the execution of loads down the incorrectly-
predicted branch path can reduce performance since the cache pollution caused by 
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these wrong-path loads might offset the benefits of their indirect prefetching effect. 
To eliminate the pollution caused by the indirect prefetching effect of the wrong-path 
loads, we propose the Wrong Path Cache (WPC). The idea is simply to use a small 
fully associative cache that is separate from the data cache to store the values returned 
by loads that are executed down the incorrectly-predicted branch path. Note that the 
WPC handles the loads that are known to be issued from the wrong path, that is, after 
the branch result is known. The loads that are executed before the branch is resolved 
are speculatively put in the L1 data cache. 

If a wrong-path load causes a miss in the data cache, the required cache block is 
brought into the WPC instead of the data cache. The WPC is queried in parallel with 
the data cache. The block is transferred simultaneously to the processor and the data 
cache when it is not in the data cache but it is in the WPC. When the address 
requested by a wrong-path load is in neither the data cache nor the WPC, the next 
cache level in the memory hierarchy is accessed. The required cache block is then 
placed into the WPC only to eliminate the pollution in the data cache that could 
otherwise be caused by the wrong-path loads. Note that misses due to loads on the 
correct execution path, and misses due to the loads issued from the wrong path before 
the branch is resolved, move the data into the data cache but not into the WPC. 

The WPC also caches copies of blocks recently evicted by cache misses. That is, if 
the data cache must evict a block to make room for a newly referenced block, the 
evicted block is transferred to the WPC, as is done in the victim cache [9]. 

3   Experimental Setup 

3.1   Microarchitecture 

Our microarchitectural simulator is built on top of the SimpleScalar toolset [22], 
version 3.0. The simulator is modified to compare the processor configurations 
described in Section 3.2. The processor/memory model used in this study is an 
aggressively pipelined processor capable of issuing 8 instructions per cycle with out-
of-order execution. It has a 128-entry reorder buffer with a 64-entry load/store buffer.  
The store forwarding latency is increased to 3 cycles in order to compensate for the 
added complexity of disambiguating loads and stores in a large execution window. 
There is a 6-cycle branch misprediction penalty. The processor has 8 integer ALU 
units, 2-integer MULT/DIV units, 4 load/store units, 6-FP Adders and 2-FP 
MULT/DIV units. The latencies are: ALU=1 cycle, MULT=3 cycles, integer DIV=12 
cycles, FP Adder=2 cycles, FP MULT=4 cycles, and FP DIV=12 cycles. All the 
functional units, except the divide units, are fully pipelined to allow a new instruction 
to initiate execution each cycle. 

The processor has a first-level 32 KB, 2-way set associative instruction cache. 
Various sizes of the L1 data cache (4KB, 8KB, 16KB, 32KB) with various 
associativities (direct-mapped, 2-way, 4-way) are examined in the following 
simulations. The first-level data cache is non-blocking with 4 ports. Both caches have 
block sizes of 32 bytes and 1-cycle hit latency. Since the memory footprints of the 
benchmark programs used in this paper are somewhat small, a relatively small 256K 
4-way associative unified L2 cache is used for all of the experiments in order to 
produce significant L2 cache activity. The L2 cache has 64-byte blocks and a hit 
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latency of 12 cycles. The round-trip main memory access latency is 200 cycles for all 
of the experiments, unless otherwise specified. We model the bus latency to main 
memory with a 10 cycle bus occupancy per request. Results are shown for bus 
bandwidth of 8 bytes/cycle. The effect on the WPC performance of varying the cache 
block size is examined in the simulations. There is a 64-entry 4-way set associative 
instruction TLB and 128-entry 4-way set associative data TLB, each with a 30-cycle 
miss penalty.  For this study, we used the GAp branch predictor [24, 25]. The 
predictor has a 4K-entry Pattern History Table (PHT) with 2-bit saturating counters. 

3.2   Processor Configurations Tested 

The following superscalar processor configurations are simulated to determine the 
performance impact of executing wrong-path loads, and the performance 
contributions of the Wrong Path Cache. The configurations, all, vc, and wpc, are 
modifications of the SimpleScalar [22] baseline processor described above. 

orig: This configuration is the SimpleScalar baseline processor.  It is an 8-issue 
processor with out-of-order execution and support for speculative execution of 
instructions issued from a predicted branch path. Note that this processor can execute 
loads from a mispredicted branch path. These loads can potentially change the 
contents of the cache, although they cannot change the contents of any registers. 
These wrong-path loads are allowed to access the cache memory system until the 
branch result is known. After the branch is resolved, they are immediately squashed 
and the processor state is restored to the state prior to the predicted branch. The 
execution then is restarted down the correct path. 

all: In this configuration, the processor allows as many fetched loads as possible to 
access the memory system regardless of the predicted direction of conditional 
branches. This configuration is a good test of how the execution of the loads down the 
wrong branch path affects the memory system. Note that, in contrast to the orig 
configuration, the loads down the mispredicted branch direction are allowed to 
continue execution even after the branch is resolved. Wrong-path loads that are not 
ready to be issued before the branch is resolved, either because they are waiting for 
the effective address calculation or for an available memory port, are issued to the 
memory system if they become ready after the branch is resolved, even though they 
are known to be from the wrong path. Instead of being squashed after the branch is 
resolved as in the orig configuration, they are allowed to access the memory. 
However, they are squashed before being allowed to write to the destination register. 
Note that a wrong-path load that is dependent upon another instruction that gets 
flushed after the branch is resolved also is flushed in the same cycle. Wrong-path 
stores are not allowed to execute and are squashed as soon as the branch result is 
known. 

orig_vc: This configuration is the orig configuration (the baseline processor) with 
the addition of an 8-entry victim cache.  

all_vc: This configuration is the all configuration with the addition of an 8-entry 
victim cache. It is used to compare against the performance improvement made 
possible by caching of the wrong-path loads in the WPC. 

wpc: This configuration adds an 8-entry Wrong Path Cache (WPC) to the all 
configuration. 
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3.3   Benchmark Programs 

The test suite used in this study consists of the combination of SPEC95 and 
SPEC2000 benchmark programs. All benchmarks were compiled using gcc 2.6.3 at 
optimization level O3 and each benchmark ran to completion. The SPEC2000 
benchmarks are run with the MinneSPEC input data sets to limit their total simulation 
time while maintaining the fundamental characteristics of the programs’ overall 
behaviors [23]. 

4   Results 

The simulation results are presented as follows. First, the performances of the 
different configurations are compared using the speedups relative to the baseline 
(orig) processor. Next, several important memory system parameters are varied to 
determine the sensitivity of the WPC to these parameters. The impact of executing 
wrong-path loads both with and without the WPC also is analyzed. 

Having used small or reduced input sets to limit the simulation time, most of the 
results are given for a relatively small L1 data cache to mimic more realistic 
workloads with higher miss rates. The effect of different cache sizes is investigated in 
Section 4.2. In this paper, our focus is on improving the performance of on-chip 
direct-mapped data caches. Therefore, most of the comparisons for the WPC are made 
against a victim cache [9]. We do investigate the impact of varying the L1 
associativity in Section 4.2, however. 

4.1   Performance Comparisons 

4.1.1   Speedup Due to the WPC 
Figure 1 shows the speedups obtained relative to the orig configuration when 
executing each benchmark on the different configurations described in Section 3.2. 
The WPC and the victim cache each have eight entries in those configurations that 
include these structures. 

Of all of the configurations, wpc, which executes loads down the wrong branch 
path with an 8-entry WPC, gives the greatest speedup. From Figure 1, we can see that, 
for small caches, the all configuration actually produces a slowdown due to the large 
number of wrong-path loads polluting the L1 cache. However, by adding the WPC, 
the new configuration, wpc, produces the best speedup compared to the other 
configurations. In particular, wpc outperforms the orig_vc and all_vc configurations, 
which use a simple victim cache to improve the performance of the baseline 
processor. While both the WPC and the victim cache reduce the impact of conflict 
misses in the data cache by storing recent evictions near the processor, the WPC goes 
further by acting like a prefetch buffer and thus preventing pollution misses due to the 
indirect prefetches caused by executing the wrong-path loads in the all configuration. 

While we will study the effect of different cache parameters in later sections, 
Figure 2 shows the speedup results for an 8KB L1 data cache with 4-way 
associativity. When increasing the associativity of the L1 cache, the speedup obtained 
by the orig_vc seen in Figure 1 disappears.  However, the wpc still provides 
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significant speedup as the associativity increases and it substantially outperforms the 
all_vc configuration. The mcf program shows generally poor cache behavior and 
increasing the L1 associativity does not reduce its miss rate significantly. Therefore, 
we see that the speedup produced by the wpc for mcf remains the same in Figures 1 
and 2. As expected, a better cache with lower miss rates reduces the benefit of the 
wpc. From Figure 2, we also see that the all configuration can produce some speedup. 
There is still some slowdown for a few of the benchmarks due to pollution from the 
wrong path execution of loads. However, the slowdown for the all configuration is 
less than in Figure 1, where the cache is direct-mapped. 

4.1.2   A Closer look at the WPC Speedups 
The speedup results shown in Figures 1 and 2 can be explained at least partially by 
examining what levels of the memory hierarchy service the memory accesses. Figure 
3 shows that the great majority of all memory accesses in the benchmark programs 
are serviced by the L1 cache, as is to be expected. While a relatively small fraction of 
the memory accesses cause misses, these misses add a disproportionately large 
amount of time to the memory access time. The values for memory accesses that miss 
in the L1 cache must be obtained from one of three possible sources, the wrong-path 
cache (WPC), the L2 cache, or the memory. Figure 3 shows that a substantial fraction 
of the misses in these benchmark programs are serviced by the WPC. For example, 
4% of all memory accesses issued by twolf are serviced by the WPC. However, this 
fraction corresponds to 32% of the L1 misses generated by this program. Similarly, 
3.3% of mcf's memory accesses, and 1.9% of equake's, are serviced by the WPC, 
which corresponds to 21% and 29% of their L1 misses, respectively. Since the WPC 
is accessed in parallel with the L1 cache, misses serviced by the WPC are serviced in 
the same amount of time as a hit in the L1 cache, while accesses serviced by the L2 
cache require 12 cycles and accesses that must go all the way to memory require 200 

Fig. 1. The Wrong Path Cache (wpc) produces
consistently higher speedups than the victim
cache (vc) or the all configuration, which does
not have a WPC but does execute all ready
wrong–path loads if there is a free port to the
memory system. The data cache is 8KB direct-
mapped and has 32-byte blocks. All speedups
are relative to the baseline (orig)processor. 

 

Fig. 2. With a data cache of 8KB with 4-way 
associativity, the speedup obtained by orig_vc 
disappears. However, wpc continues to 
provide significant speedup and substantially 
outperforms the all_vc configuration. The all 
configuration also shows significant speedup 
for some benchmarks. The data cache has 32-
byte blocks. All speedups are relative to the 
baseline (orig) processor. 
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cycles. For most of these programs, we see that the WPC converts approximately 20-
35% of misses that would have been serviced by the L2 cache or the memory into 
accesses that are equivalent to an L1 hit.  

While the above discussion explains some of the speedups seen in Figures 1 and 2, 
it does not completely explain the results. For instance, twolf has the largest fraction 
of memory accesses serviced by the WPC in Figure 3. However, mcf, gzip, and 
equake show better overall speedups. This difference in speedup is explained in 
Figure 4. This figure shows which levels of the memory hierarchy service the 
speculative loads issued on what is subsequently determined to be the wrong branch 
path. Speculative loads that miss in both the L1 cache and the WPC are serviced 
either by the L2 cache or by the memory. These values are placed in the WPC in the 
hope that the values will be subsequently referenced by a load issued on the correct 
branch path. 

In Figure 4, we see that 30 percent of the wrong path accesses that miss in both the 
L1 and the WPC are serviced by memory, which means that this percentage of the 
blocks in the WPC are loaded from memory. So, from Figure 3 we can say that 30 
percent of the correct path accesses that hit in the WPC for mcf would have been 
serviced by the memory in a system without the WPC. That is, the WPC effectively 
converts a large fraction of this program's L1 misses into the equivalent of an L1 hit. 
In twolf, on the other hand, most of the hits to the WPC would have been hits in the 
L2 cache in the absence of the WPC. We see in Figure 4 that less than 1% of the 
wrong path accesses for twolf that miss both in the L1 and the WPC are serviced by 
memory, while 99% of these misses are serviced by the L2 cache. That is, almost all 
the data in the WPC comes from the L2 cache for twolf. Thus, the WPC does a better 
job of hiding miss delays for mcf than for twolf, which explains why mcf obtains a 
higher overall speedup with the WPC than does twolf. A similar argument explains 
the speedup results observed in the remainder of the programs, as well.  
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Fig.3. The fraction of memory references on
the correct execution path that are serviced by
the L1 cache, the WPC, the L2 cache, and
memory. The L1 data cache is 8KB direct-
mapped and has 32-byte blocks. 

 

Fig 4. The fraction of memory references on
the wrong execution path that are serviced by
the L1 cache, the WPC, the L2 cache, and
memory. The L1 data cache is 8KB direct-
mapped and has 32-byte blocks. 
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4.2   Sensitivity to Cache Parameters 

There are several parameters that affect the performance of a cache memory system. 
In this study, we examine the effects of the cache size, the associativity, and the cache 
block size on the cache performance when allowing the execution of wrong-path 
loads both with and without the WPC. Due to lack of space, the effects of memory 
latency and the size of WPC are not given in this paper. See [26] for information on 
the effects of these parameters. 

Figure 5 shows that the relative benefit of the wpc decreases as the L1 cache size 
increases. However, the WPC size is kept constant in these simulations so that the 
relative size of the WPC to the data cache is reduced. With a smaller cache, wrong-
path loads cause more misses compared to configurations with larger caches. These 
additional misses tend to prefetch data that is put into the WPC for use by 
subsequently executed correct branch paths. The WPC eliminates the pollution in the 
L1 data cache for the all configuration that would otherwise have occurred without 
the WPC, which then makes these indirect prefetches useful for the correct branch 
path execution.  

While the WPC is a relatively small hardware structure, it does consume some chip 
area. Figure 6 shows the performance obtained with an 8-entry WPC used in 
conjunction with an 8KB L1 cache compared to the performance obtained with the 
original processor configuration using a 16KB L1 cache or a 32KB L1 cache but 
without a WPC. We find that, for all of the test programs, the small WPC with the 
8KB cache exceeds the performance of the processor when the cache size is doubled, 
but without the WPC. Furthermore, the WPC configuration exceeds the performance 
obtained when the size of the L1 cache is quadrupled for all of the test programs 
except gcc, li, vpr, and twolf. We conclude that this small WPC is an excellent use of 
the chip area compared to simply increasing the L1 cache size. 
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Fig. 5. Speedup obtained with the wpc
configuration as the L1 cache size is varied.
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Fig. 6. The speedup obtained with the WPC
compared to configurations with larger L1
caches but without a WPC. The base cache
size is 8KB and is direct-mapped with 32- byte
blocks. 
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Figure 7 shows that executing the loads that are known to be down the wrong path 
typically increases the number of L1 data cache references by about 15-25% for most 
of the test programs. Furthermore, this figure shows that executing these wrong-path 
loads increases the bus traffic (measured in bytes) between the L1 cache and the L2 
cache by 5-23%, with an average increase of 11%. However, the WPC reduces the 
total data cache miss ratio for loads on the correct path by up to 39%, as shown in 
Figure 8.  

Increasing the L1 cache associativity typically tends to reduce the number of L1 
misses on both the correct path [8] and the wrong path. This reduction in misses 
reduces the number of indirect prefetches issued from the wrong path, which then 
reduces the impact of the WPC, as shown in Figure 9. The mcf program is the 
exception since its overall cache behavior is less sensitive to the L1 associativity than 
the other test programs. 
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Fig. 8. The reduction in data cache misses for
the wpc configuration compared to the orig
configuration.  The L1 cache is 8 KB, direct-
mapped and has 32-byte blocks. 
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Fig. 9. The effect of the L1 cache associativity
on the speedup of the wpc configuration
compared to the orig configuration. The L1
cache size is 8 KB with 32-byte blocks. 

 

Fig. 10. The effect of the cache block size on
the speedup of the all and wpc configurations
compared to the orig configuration. The L1
cache is direct-mapped and 8 KB. The WPC is
256B, i.e, 8–entries with 32-byte blocks
(wpc32B), or 32-entries with 8-byte blocks
(wpc8B). 
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As the block size of the data cache increases, the number of conflict misses also 
tends to increase [8, 27]. Figure 10 shows that smaller cache blocks produce better 
speedups for configurations without a WPC when wrong-path loads are allowed to 
execute since larger blocks more often displace useful data in the L1 cache. However, 
for the systems with a WPC, the increasing conflict misses in the data cache due to 
the larger blocks increases the number of misses that hit in the WPC because of the 
victim-caching behavior of the WPC. In addition, the indirect prefetches provide a 
greater benefit for large blocks since the WPC eliminates their polluting effects. We 
conclude that larger cache blocks work well with the WPC since the strengths and 
weaknesses of larger blocks and the WPC are complementary. 

5   Related Work 

There have been several studies examining how speculation affects multiple issue 
processors [1-7]. Farkas et al [1], for example, looked at the relative memory system 
performance improvement available from techniques such as non-blocking loads, 
hardware prefetching, and speculative execution, used both individually and in 
combination. The effect of deep speculative execution on cache performance has been 
studied by Pierce and Mudge [2]. Several other authors [3-7] examined speculation 
and pre-execution in their studies Wallace et al. [4] introduced instruction recycling, 
where previously executed wrong path instructions are injected back into the rename 
stage instead of being discarded. This technique increases the supply of instructions to 
the execution pipeline and decreases fetch latency. 

Prefetching, which overlaps processor computations with data accesses, has been 
shown to be one of several effective approaches that can be used to tolerate large 
memory latencies. Prefetching can be hardware-based, software-directed, or a 
combination of both [21]. Software prefetching relies on the compiler to perform 
static program analysis and to selectively insert prefetch instructions into the 
executable code [16-19]. Hardware-based prefetching, on the other hand, requires no 
compiler support, but it does require some additional hardware connected to the cache 
[8-15].  This type of prefetching is designed to be transparent to the processor.  

Jouppi [9] proposed victim caching to tolerate conflict misses. While several other 
prefetching schemes have been proposed, such as adaptive sequential prefetching 
[11], prefetching with arbitrary strides [11, 14], fetch directed prefetching [13], and 
selective prefetching [15], Pierce and Mudge [20] have proposed a scheme called 
wrong path instruction prefetching. This mechanism combines next-line prefetching 
with the prefetching of all instructions that are the targets of branch instructions 
regardless of the predicted direction of conditional branches.  

Most of the previous prefetching schemes require a significant amount of hardware 
to implement. For instance, they require a prefetcher that prefetches the contents of 
the missed address into the data cache or into an on-chip prefetch buffer. Furthermore, 
a prefetch scheduler is needed to determine the right time to prefetch. On the other 
hand, this work has shown that executing loads down the wrongly-predicted branch 
paths can provide a form of indirect prefetching, at the potential expense of some 
cache pollution. Our proposed Wrong Path Cache (WPC) is essentially a combination 
of a very small prefetch buffer and a victim cache [9] to eliminate this pollution 
effect. 
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6   Conclusions 

This study examined the performance effects of executing the load instructions that 
are issued along the incorrectly predicted path of a conditional branch instruction. 
While executing these wrong-path loads increases the total number of memory 
references, we find that allowing these loads to continue executing, even after the 
branch is resolved, can reduce the number of misses observed on the correct branch 
path. Executing these wrong-path loads thus provides an indirect prefetching effect. 
For small caches, however, this prefetching can pollute the cache causing an overall 
slowdown in performance. 

We proposed the Wrong Path Cache (WPC), which is a combination of a small 
prefetch buffer and a victim cache, to eliminate the pollution caused by the execution 
of the wrong-path loads. Simulation results show that, when using an 8 KB L1 data 
cache, the execution of wrong-path loads without the WPC can result in a speedup of 
up to 5%. Adding a fully-associative eight-entry WPC to an 8 KB direct-mapped L1 
data cache, though, allows the execution of wrong path loads to produce speedups of 
4% to 37% with an average speedup of 9%. The WPC also shows substantially higher 
speedups compared to the baseline processor equipped with a victim cache of the 
same size. 

This study has shown that the execution of loads that are known to be from a 
mispredicted branch path has significant potential for improving the performance of 
aggressive processor designs. This effect is even more important as the disparity 
between the processor cycle time and the memory speed continues to increase. The 
Wrong Path Cache proposed in this paper is one possible structure for exploiting the 
potential benefits of executing wrong-path load instructions. 
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